Shafranov shift stabilization of turbulence creates a bifurcation in transport, leading to multiple confinement states in the high βp scenario on DIII-D: An H-mode confinement state with a high edge pedestal, and a higher confinement state with a low pedestal and an internal transport barrier (ITB). The bifurcation is observed experimentally in the ion energy transport with respect to mid-radius (ρ = 0.6) pressure gradient. Here, we propose a mechanism for the often observed spontaneous transition between states and formation of an ITB at fixed βN . The high pedestal results in the plasma at large radius (ρ = 0.8) being in a second stability region with respect to KBMs, while the low pedestal leads to plasma in first stability at large radius. To access the high confinement state, the large radius transitions from the second stability to the first stability state. Transient perturbations such as ELMs can trigger the transition between states by temporarily reducing the KBM drive.
(ρ = 0.8) being in a second stability region with respect to KBMs, while the low pedestal leads to plasma in first stability at large radius. To access the high confinement state, the large radius transitions from the second stability to the first stability state. Transient perturbations such as ELMs can trigger the transition between states by temporarily reducing the KBM drive.
Understanding the Shafranov shift stabilization of turbulence is critical for a fusion reactor, since other forms of turbulence stabilization, such as ExB rotation shear are thought to scale poorly with reactor size 1 [1] . Interplay between the Shafranov shift and magnetic shear has been theoretically shown to reduce peak growth rates of low-k turbulence when α − s > 0 for a circular flux surface equilibrium [2] , where α ∝ ∂p/∂ρ is a measure of Shafranov shift and s is the magnetic shear. This reduction of turbulence from the Shafranov shift was thought to play an important role in formation of ITBs in plasmas with large negative central shear due to the large negative value of s [3] . However, later work suggested that the interplay between magnetic shear and Shafranov shift alone was not capable of sustaining the enhanced confinement in the large negative central shear scenario [4] .
High β p operation [5, 6, 7] is advantageous for a fusion reactor as it reduces the requirement on external current drive. In the high β p scenario on DIII-D, ion energy transport is reduced to neoclassical levels in the core resulting in formation of a large radius ITB in all transport channels [8] . The high β p scenario has a high bootstrap fraction (f bs ), which creates multiple channels for positive feedback of turbulence suppression.
This high bootstrap fraction naturally aligns the current profile and the pressure profile, since the bootstrap current is generated from the pressure gradient. Thus, an increase in pressure gradient increases α and decreases s simultaneously, both of which can further suppress turbulence. Recent modeling work has suggested that the resulting ITB is consistent with the plasma being on the second stability with respect to the kinetic ballooning mode (KBM), or over the "KBM mountain" [9] .
In this letter, a bifurcation is observed in the experimental ion energy transport with respect to midradius pressure gradient. An edge localized mode (ELM) is proposed as a mechanism for the often observed spontaneous transition between states and formation of an ITB. The reduced gyro-Landau fluid code TGLF is used to analyze the turbulent transport of different confinement states in the high β p scenario. TGLF has successfully predicted the ion energy transport in high β p plasmas [8] . The model solves for linear eigenmodes of ion and electron temperature gradient modes (ITG, ETG), trapped electron modes, and electromagnetic kinetic ballooning modes (KBM) [10] . TGLF uses the linear growth rates to make a quasi-linear prediction of the energy fluxes with the quasi-linear weights determined by fitting to nonlinear gyrokinetic GYRO [11] simulations.
In the DIII-D high β p discharge shown in Figure 1 , a spontaneous transition from a H-mode confinement state (H 98 = 1.3 at t = 1716 ms) to an enhanced confinement state (H 98 = 1.6 at t = 2800 ms) is observed while β N and β p are maintained constant by a feedback system that controls the power injected by neutral beams. At t = 3200 ms, the plasma pressure drops to β N = 1.5 due to an n = 1 edge localized mode (ELM), where n is the toroidal mode number. When the β N recovers to the feedback target, the plasma is in an even higher confinement state (H 98 = 1.8 at t = 3800 ms). There must be a change in the plasma that allows for the improved energy confinement. The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the electron pressure pedestal (P e,ped ). The pedestal shifts between a high pedestal (P e,ped ∼ 6 kPa) and a low pedestal state (P e,ped ∼ 3 kPa ) from t = 1600 − 2400. After t = 2400, the pedestal remains in a low pedestal state. This relationship between pedestal height and ITB has also been observed in the collapse of an ITB in this scenario. When the ITB collapses and confinement degrades, the pedestal height is raised [12] . This suggests that the that the large radius ITB and the pedestal could be coupled. However, a high pedestal state with large fluctuations in β N due to n = 1 ELMs has previously been observed with an ITB and high confinement [13] in this scenario suggesting that the ITB does not prohibit the high pedestal. The time of the spontaneous improvement in confinement aligns well with the time of change in the mid-radius pressure gradient. Shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1 , the magnitude of ∂p/∂ρ at ρ = 0.6 increases at the same time that the confinement begins to improve at t=2400 ms . Also shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1 , s at ρ = 0.6 begins to change shortly after at t=2550 ms. This suggests that a change to ∂p/∂ρ enters the plasma into a positive feedback loop leading to high confinement, and s follows with the change to the bootstrap current.
To understand what role the Shafranov shift plays in sustainment of the ITB, we examine how α − s changes versus ρ, which is shown in Figure 3 . In toroidal geometry, α and s are defined as [14] :
where, ψ is the poloidal flux, q is the safety factor, V is the plasma volume, and R 0 is the major radius.
The -dp/dÁ TGLF analysis is performed again at ρ = 0.8 to better understand how the transport changes at large radius. In the H-mode confinement state, the plasma is unstable to the KBM mode with a predicted turbulent energy flux of Q i = 2.5 W/cm 2 . The enhanced ITB confinement state has much less predicted turbulent transport with Q i = 0.5 W/cm 2 . Linearly interpolating between the two states which are shown in Figure 6 , the turbulent energy flux rises up to Q i ∼ 12 W/cm 2 for the intermediate states. However, when TGLF is simulated electrostatically with β e = 0, the mountain of transport disappears, and the Q i decreases as α − s increases. This suggests that the large rise in transport in between the two states is due to an electromagnetic KBM mode, and there is a large KBM mountain of transport in between the two confinement states at ρ = 0.8 with the H-mode state being in second stability. Note that there are finite-n modes not simulated by TGLF that could limit the stability threshold when the plasma is second stable to KBMs.
With a large mountain of transport between the two confinement states at large radius, how the plasma transitions from second stability to first stability at t = 2400 ms is investigated next. At t = 3200 ms, the ITB is formed likely with help from the perturbation from the drop in β N . Since TGLF predicts that the plasma can transition from the H-mode state to the ITB state without going over the large KBM mountain of transport when β e = 0, the drop in β N and thus β e likely allows the plasma to transition between states without going for the KBM mountain. However, at t = 2400 ms, there is no large drop in β N to help transition between states. Looking at the perturbed poloidal magnetic fields measured from Mirnov probes at the outboard midplane, shown in Figure 7 , there is an n = 1 ELM at t = 2360 ms that could help transition between states. This ELM is similar to the ELM at t = 3200 ms, and significantly reduces the edge electron temperature (T e ) and β e up to ρ = 0.75. The ELM could help ITB formation in two ways.
First, it increases the the mid-radius T e gradient, and thus increases the mid-radius pressure gradient and Shafranov shift. Second, the ELM could reduce the energy flux from the KBM without a large perturbation in β N by temporarily reducing β e = 0 at ρ = 0.8, and could allow the plasma to transition to the enhanced confinement ITB state.
In the high β p scenario, a bifurcation of experimental transport occurs at large radius due to the Shafranov shift. The increase the pressure gradient increases the local measure of Shafranov shift α and decreases the magnetic shear s simultaneously leading to multiple positive feedback mechanisms for turbulence suppression.
The plasma switches from second stability to first stability at large radius, while the mid-radius goes well into the second stability region leading to an overall improved confinement state. At large radius, there is a large KBM mountain that is passed to reach the low pedestal enhanced confinement ITB state. The plasma is helped to the first stability side of the KBM mountain at large radius from an n = 1 ELM, which lowers 
